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'ABSTRACf
Student Perceptions of the Environment at
Utah State University
by
Clifford R. Cahoon, Master of Science
Utah State University, 1975
Major Professor: Dr. Burrell F. Hansen
Department: Connmmic.ation
The environment of Utah State Uni versi ty was studied by
administering the College and University Environment Scales (CUES) to
299 sophomore, junior and senior students enrolled spring quarter
1975.
Scores on each scale for the university were:

Practicality, 18;

Scholarship, 17; Community, 19; Awareness, 22; and Propriety, 12.
These figures indicate that USU has an environment which is not
scholastically oriented but is open and free allowing students to
develop and mature as individuals.
Differences between men and women and between in-state and
out-of-state respondents were compared.

Women tend to rate the

university higher than men in scholarship, community, awareness and
practicality and lower in propriety.

In-state students rate it

higher in scholarship, awareness and community than out-of-state
students but lower in practicality and propriety.
The results back up the contention of C. R. Pace, author of CUES,
that-women see a university in a better light than men.

The

difference between in-state student perceptions and out-of-state
student perceptions are more difficult to analyze.

Looking at the

vi
total response to the instrument, it appears that out-of-·state students
have a strong reaction to the culture of Utah and react negatively to
much of the behavior they see.
(79 pages)

INTRODUCfION
A Wliversity is many things to many people.

To some it is a

beaker of free expression where ideas and philosophies are tossed in,
swirled aroWld, digested or rejected and allowed to corne out as glowing knowledge tempered by an Wlderstanding of all the facets of any
question.

To others it is a harbinger of hippies, pinkos and other

radicals--a place where yOWlg minds are toyed with and subsequently
warped.

To some students, the tmiversity may represent a hWlting

groWld where a desirable spouse can be fOWld.
Other students may look upon it as an escape from work, military
service or even family.
career.

Some see it as a place to prepare for a

And there are students who look upon it as a place to gain

knowledge for its own sake.
All of these represent abstract views of a Wliversity.
Physically, a Wliversity is much easier to define.
students, pens, papers and books.

It is teachers,

To bring these fi ve things

together there are also classrooms, laboratories, libraries, offices,
administrators, recreational facilities, ruld a host of extracurricular
activities.

Together they stimulate ideas, expectations, frustrations

and goals.
Obviously, there are many ways of looking at it but discovering
what a particular university is requires more thorough definition.
One form of definition would be to use the demographic characteristics of the individual institution.

Is it large or small? Public

or private? Rural or urban? Residential or commuter? Churchsponsored or nonsectarian? Old or new? Researchers Astin and
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Holland (1958) using factor analysis, have reduced these
demographic features of institutional environment to five dimensions:
1.

Intellectual and financial affluence; 2.

men in the environment; 4.
cal emphasis.

size; 3.

proportion of

homogenity of offerings; and 5.

techni-

Their correlation of these factors with student body

characteristics will be discussed later.
Another definition by Astin (1962a) requires looking at the
demographic characteristics of the student body.

These include

number of males and females, gradepoints, ACT scores, major field of
study and other characteristics of the students, which reflect the
dispositions of the students.
A third way of looking at the environment is to look at how
students in it behave.

Do they drink, smoke, attend church,

participate in protest, take part in school activities or spend a
large amount of time in the library.

The percentage of students

doing any of these will reflect differently for different universities
and colleges.
A final approach, and perhaps the most valid, is to ask how the
students perceive the environment of their school.

Its validity as

a measure of the environment stems from the fact that it encompasses
aspects of the other three measures of the collegiate environment.
The demographic characteristics of the institution, the demographic
characteristics of the student body and the behavior of the students
all contribute to the students' perceptions of the surrounding
environment.
As Yamamoto (1968, p. 3) says in his book, The College
Student and His Culture: An Analysis, "College, and in particular
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its students, is indeed a complex subject of study." So the
question arises,

'~y

study colleges or universities at all?" The

answer is that if we are to know where higher education in general,
and our own institution in particular, is going we must know where
it is at present.
~igher

education has always been a force in America.

In a

constant state of evolution, higher education has sometimes been
at the forefront of change, often it has lagged a step behind.

The

decade of the 1960's saw radical changes in higher education, arising
primarily from the initiative of its students.
Some change will continue .. Kerr, former chancellor of the
University of California at Berkeley,sees enormous demands being
put upon the institutions of higher education.
Kerr has written:
~ The university is being called upon to educate previously
tmimagined nlUllbers of students; to respond to the expanding
claims of government and industry and other segments of
society as never before; to adapt to and channel new
intellectual currents. 1t (Yamamoto 1968, p. 14)

Graubard has· said the challenge to American higher education
isn't to adapt rapidly expanding technology to the classroom to meet
the new challenges but to decide, "what the significant educational
experiences of YOtmg and intelligent men and women ought to be."
(yamamoto, 1968, p. 30)

He also believes there will always be

disagreement about what is taking place and in order to know what
will take place, in the future higher education must have some idea
of what is taking place presently.
Self evaluation is one way of mowing what is taking place.
Self evaluation has been used extensively in higher education and
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can take many fonns.

There are, in fact, self evaluation studies to

measure all of the demographic definitions presented above.
At Utah State University, self evaluation largely has been a
result of faculty and administration opinions.

Granted, many of the

opinions are based on discernible facts but tittle has been done in
the way of statistical measurement.

There is a need to determine

where Utah State stands in many respects.
One place to start would be a determination of the educational
environment at USU.
the university?

Is it in line with the goals and objectives of

Is it even the kind of environment that administra-

tion and faculty think it is?
As

mentioned there are several measurements which could be

taken of the environment at Utah State.

Is one-measure better

than the others? Pace, who has developed a measurement of student
perceptions of a college or university environment, naturally
believes perception is a good measure of what the environment is.

He

has said:
"The assumed validity of the collective perception approach
lies in the argument that 'fifty million Frenchmen can't be
wrong.' Regardless of individual behavior, or assorted physical
facts such as money or size, the environment, in a psychological
sense, is what it is perceived to be by the people who live
in it. Even if one grants the possibility of self-deception
on a large scale, the perceived reality, whatever it is,
influences one's behavior and response. Thus, realistically,
what people think is true is true for them." (Pace, 1969, p. 7)
Pace has developed the College and University Environment Scales
to measure the perceptions of students about their institutions.
Students are asked to agree or disagree with statements dealing with
the general characteristics of their university or college, conditions
of the school, and the way people feel or act.
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Pace describes his College and University Environment Scales
(CUES) thusly:
"The CUES instrwn.ent is, therefore, a device for obtaining
a description of the college from the students themselves,
who presumably mow what the environment is like because
they live in it and are part of it. What the students are
aware of, and agree with some lUlanimi ty of impression to
be generally true, defines the prevailing campus atmosphere. '
(Pace 1969,p. 9)
Public relations deals extensively with peoples' perceptions.
The Utah State University Office of University Relations has a need
to mow how some of the tmiversity's publics perceive the lDliversity.
It would be helpful, for instance to know how alurrm.i, parents,
townspeople, government officials, regional residents and faculty
perceive Utah State Universi ty .

Time and money do not permit the

gathering of knowledge about all these groups.

If, however, one

had to begin somewhere gathering the public's perceptions of the
tmiversity the student public probably would be the best single
group from which to obtain these perceptions.

Students are, after

all, the reason for the tmiversity's existence.
Knowing how students perceive the lDliversity where they live
and learn would enable the Office of University Relations to better
fulfill its function.

If students believe the university is weak

in areas which the administration wishes to stress, University
Relations could begin to examine ways of strengthening these areas.
By the same token, those areas which students believe exert a strong
press could be "advertised" if they are in agreement with the
tmiversity's goals and objectives.
The CUES instrument measures student opinion of the lUliversity
envi ronment • I t not only measures the learning environments but the
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social, and to some extent, the political atmosphere as well.
is valuable as a begilUling s tudy

be~ause

It

it does deal with

perceptions and not ideals of what th e university ought to be.
As Mitchell, associate dean for graduate studies,

College of Education, University of Rochester, has said:
. 'CUES should prove to be a useful resource for anyone looking
for a systematic way of gathering data on student perceptions
of the college environment and its impact on them. If one
is taking an opinion poll, one couldn't wish for much more
than the expression of opinion on 160 separate i terns . ~,
(Mitchell, 1970, p. 63)
The possibilities for this kind of information are many.

In the

first place, faculty and administration should know if their own
perceptions of the university are accurate and agree with the
perceptions of students.

The importance of this is expressed

vividly by Stern who said, "We need to know more about personal
characteristics of students that are of significance for learning
and we need to know how to relate such characteristics to various
kinds of academic experience." (Stern, 1960, p. 311)
In an article, Stern and Pace (1958) defined student needs as
the drives, motives and goals of the student.

They also introduced

the word "press" and defined it as stimulus, treatment or process
variables.

They went on to say that press is an implicit influence

on students while the goals of the college are explicit influences.
The two influences must be close according to Pace and Stern:
'Consequently, a serious lack of congruence between
implicit press and explicit objectives would suggest to
faculty members and administration that certain aspects
of the environment ought to be changed in order to make
the total impact of the institution more consistent or
effective. (Pace and Stern, 1958, p. 276)
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Based on his studies of the college influence on individual
student character, Eddy (1959) has concluded that a college
has greatest impact when its components reinforce the major college
goals.

There is a need, then, for detennining where the tmivers i ty

is in relation to where it wants to be.
Further implications for this knowledge lie in the public
relations and recruiting efforts of the tmiversity.

Stern (1960)

has noted a tendency for students to be fotmd at institutions where
the environmental press is compatible with their personality needs.
It is possible that USU is missing out on a number of students who do
not realize that the environment at the tmiversity fits their needs.
Ross (1964), discussing surveys, has said that the information gained should be integrated into the information process,
and it is hard to dispute this statement.

There is no purpose

in learning something about the tmiversity if the knowledge is
not put to use.
The knowledge gained from the administration of the CUES
instrument will shed light on an area of Utah State which has not
been examined.

It will allow those responsible for the operation

and success of the tmiversity to see how the students perceive the
institution and whether or not changes are needed in some aspects of
the operation.
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE

The purpose of this research is to measure students t perceptions
of the educational environment at Utah State University so the
information can be incorporated into the administration's decision
making process.
There are many studies in the literature dealing with
measurements of college and university environments.

This review

looked at the literature C. Robert Pace used in establishing his
College and University Environment Scales.

There is also literature

cited which justifies the use of the CUES instrument at Utah State
University.
Differences among college environments are readily apparent to
even the most casual observer.

Size of a college can easily

distinguish it from its larger or smaller sister schools.

Emphasis

on liberal arts or one of the sciences, if such emphasis exists, is
another easily distinguishing factor.

There are many other

environmental differences including public or private support,
graduate or undergraduate curricula and even eastern or western
location.
These basic differences are readily apparent but the social
scientist, looking for ways to classify college environments, needs
much more data than can be obtained by cursory view.

If statements

are to be made regarding the colleges that make up the institution of
higher education, scientifically gathered information is required.
There are many reasons social scientists feel a need to understand college environments.

Perhaps the reason for any knowledge is
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basic to this tmderstanding; certain people want to know as IJU.lch as
possible about the world arotmd them.

There is, of course, a more

valid reason for wanting to know about collegiate environment.
The past two decades have brought with them some of the most
radical changes, in the history of higher education.

Many of the

catalysts for recent social change have come from the campuses.
Social scientists have realized that the changing student mind is
connected somehow to the college environment.

A fresh interest in

this environment has been stirred.
This interest is relatively new to educational psychology.

In

a 1960 review of the literature on college environment, Pace
and McFee (1960) fotmd that half the research on this field had
been done by people outside the field of educational psychology and
measurement.
Beginning about 1960, however, educators and educational
psychologists began to take numerous approaches to the collegiate
environment and its classifications.

In 1958, the College

Characteristics Index (CCI) was developed by Pace and
Stern (1958).

Pace calls the ceI "the first systematic and

objective measuring instrument for characterizing college
environments." (Pace 1970, p. 169)
of the

eel

Basic to the development

was Murray's 1938 dual concept of personal needs and

environmental press among college students. (Pace and Stern, 1958)
Needs included the drives, matives and goals of a student.

Press

is the stimulus as seen from the student's perception which makes
him/change and adapt as far as the student perceives.
Pace and Stern (1958) took Stern's needs inventory or Activities
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Index (AI) and correlatedkltwith what might be rewarding '0na press
scale. For instance, what-would a person with a high need 'for order find
rewarding in an environment or what features would be rewarding for
a person with a specific need?

In developing the eel, an effort was

made to include a variety of events, conditions and practices with
meaning for students.
In interpreting the results of the eCI, Stern (1960) used the
responses of individuals putting them all in a common matrix with
no distinction of school.

In the Encyclopedia for Educational

Research, Pace (1970) says he analyzed the eCI by using institutional
mean scores rather than individual scores, thus abandoning the
need-press model originally developed.
It was this rationale which Pace used in developing the College
and University Envirorunent Scales (CUES).

Pace says:

..• the dimensions along which environments differed from
one another were not the same as the dimensions along which
students, or student bodies, differed from one another.
Also, as studies reported in the Preliminary Teclmical
Manual for CUES showed, a large ntunber of items in the
eel were nonftmctional in the sense that they failed to
differentiate between the various college environments.
(Pace 1969, p. 9)
A more thorough and complete discussion of CUES and its
development will follow after discussion of some of the other methods
of measuring college environment.
Astin has done extensive research on some types of college
environments.

In a 1961 report on research conducted with John L.

Holland, he discussed the Environmental Assessment Teclmique (EAT)
which is based on the notion that a major portion of enviromnental
forces is transmitted through other people. (Astin and Holland, 1961)
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From this notion, Astin and Holland infer that the character of
a social environment is dependent upon the nature of its members.
In characterizing the environment they used eight attributes:
number of students enrolled, average intelligence of the student body,
and six personal characteristics.
The six personal characteristics come from Holland's theory of
vocational choice which resulted in the Vocational Preference
Inventory.

The vocational Preference Inventory classifies occupations

into six categories related to personality characteristics under the
assumption that a person's vocational choice tells something about
the person because there are personality distinctions between job
choices.

Extending this idea to students requires that one take

the student's maj or as a forennmer of h is occupation and assign
majors to one of the six classifications:

realistic, intellectual,

social, conventional, enterprising and artistic.

The institution

is then characterized by the proportion of its students belonging to
each of the six personal orientations.
There are drawbacks to this method.

The authors-researchers

point out one:
One limitation of the present study is that it used the
major fields of the students rather than their vocational
choices. Since some of the maj or fields reported in
Earned Degrees are ambiguous with regard to the actual
occupations implied, it was necessary to make difficult
and perhaps arbitrary decisions in assigning them to a
particular class. (Astin and Holland, 1961, page 315)
It also disregards the fact that many students simply do not
take jobs in their major field and in fact may only be in a certain
major because of felt needs rather than personality.
Pace says the assumption that choice" of a college major
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"produces the same pe;rsona1i ty differentiations as the choice of an
occupation, •...•• may be considerably less valid for many women
liberal arts students than it is for vocationally oriented men."
(Pace, 1970, p. 171)

He also notes that the environment may be

largely determined by the number of course offerings in a college.
The EAT was correlated with the CeI scales and found to "possess
moderate validity." (Astin and Holland, 1961, p. 315)
Astin used the EAT in his book Who Goes Where to College.

The

book reported on a 1961 study of entering freshmen at hundreds of
colleges around the United States.

He used the EAT in this case on

the basis of the belief "that the characteristics of the college
environment are largely dependent on the characteristics of the
student body." (Astin, 1965, p. 22)
In addition to EAT data, Astin factored a ntunber of items such
as scores on different national tests and came up with six headings
which he said "appear to represent a meaningful scheme for describing
the major distinguishing characteristics of entering freshman classes."
(Astin, 1965, p. 20)

These headings and definitions are:

Intellec-

tualism, a high academic aptitude and pursuing degrees in science
and planning to get Ph.D.'s; Estheticism, a high percentage achieving
in literature and art during high school and aspiring for careers
in these areas; Status, coming from high socio-economic backgrotmds
and aspiring to careers in the professions such as medicine, law,
business and politics; Pragmatism, a high percent planning careers
in realistic fields such as engineering, agriculture and physical
education and a low percent in social fields such as teaching,
sociology, psychology and nursing; and Masculinity, a high percentage
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of men seeking professional degrees as doctors, dentists and lawyers
and a low percentage in the social fields.

These factors have been

correlated with CUES and have implications for the validity of
CUES which will be discussed in the Methodology section of this
proposal.
Reporting in The College Envirorunent, Astin (1968) says the CCl
is concerned with an observer's impression so the scales are more an
indication of the student's image of the college environment than
they are a measure of potential stimuli.
In another study, Astin (1962a) characterized the environment
using demographic characteristics.

He did a factor analysis on 33

major institutional characteristics easily obtained from public
sources such as size, type of control, number of men and women, budget
and faculty-student ratios coming up with six factors he called
affluence, size, control (public vs. private), masculinity, homogenity, and technical or realistic emphasis.

Astin felt that

differentiating among institutions could be simplified considerably
with easily obtainable information and that institutions could be

compared by comparing factor score profiles.

And while several of

the factors replicated his EAT factors, several did not.
About this study, Astin himself said, ''We have, of course, no
assurance that this analysis has taken into account all, or even
most, of the major institutional differences." (Astin, 1962a, p. 234)
And

Pace believes, "The factoring of an assortment of demographic

characteristics is probably farthest removed from being a direct
measure of what impinges upon the life of the students." (Pace,
1970, p. 171)
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Astin also became involved in a discussion and some research into
the effects college environments have on students' aspirations.
Astin's involvement centered around disagreement with research done
by Thistlewaiteon this same subject.

Thistlewaite first used

the CCI to relate environmental press at different universities to
student achievement as measured by the percentage of college alumni
getting Ph.D. 's.
In this study, he said:
The present report suggests that the college environment
is an important determinant of the student's motivation to
seek advanced intellectual training. Moreover, the student
cultures and faculty press which stimulate achievement in
the natural sciences appear to differ from those which
stinrulate achievement in the arts, humanities and social
sciences. (This tlewaite, 1959, p. 190)
Thist1ewaite later explained his reason for wanting to
tmderstand the effect of environment upon motivation:
An lUlderstanding of the social systems influencing students
to specialize in certain fields and to seek graduate or
professional training might enable us to create college
environments in which more students could develop their
talents. (Thistlewaite, 1960, p. 222)

The rationale is good but the question which arises is whether
Thistlewaite's methodology is sufficient to actually produce this
kind of tmderstanding.

In a later study to determine student

motivation to seek advanced training, Thistlewaite noted that-The most important result of the present study is the
finding that even under these experimental conditions,
students exposed to some educational treatments can be
shown to have raised their degree aspirations more than
comparable students exposed to other educational treatments.
(Thistlewaite, 1962, p. 63)
The problem with Thist1ewaite's research, and the question which
Astin raises, is that there are so many student variables which are
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not taken into aCCOmlt.

Astin cotmtered with a study in which his

findings suggested that college press does not affect student
aspiration levels as Thistlewaite supposed because much of the
motivation for advanced training is dependent on student characteristics and input--variables which Thistlewaite did not include.

Astin

says the "findings should not be interpreted as evidence that the
college environment is mlimportant," (Astin, 1962b, p. 308) because
an a priori assumption would be that the environment does indeed
have some effect but that since one can't manipulate the environment
conclusions cannot be made about the influences of these environments.
In another study, Astin (196Sb) supported his hypothesis that
the faculty members in a given field of study have characteristics
such as values, interests and abilities which differ from the
characteristics of people in other fields.

He says the nature of

the environment in any given classroom still depends on the field of
study regardless of the university.
A good deal of research has been done which relates to
Thistlewaite's attempts to say the environment leads students to seek
or not seek more training.

Thistlewaite and Astin both acknowledge

that there is influence and that changes in student attitudes about
more education does take place.
Students change in many ways in college, not only in aspirations
but in attitudes, personality and interests.

Webster and several

others summarized much of the research on changes in students as
cited by Pace (1970).

Kirk (1965) in a study at Carnegie Tech,

fOlmd that these changes were due more to the envirorunent of the
tmiversity than to the department the student was in.

Pace (1964)
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found the same thing to be true.
Dressel and Lehmann reported on studies they have done. which
indicate change in college students during the years they attend:
In summary, the results of both longitudinal and cross
sectional studies of college students have demonstrated
that significant changes in the attitudes, values,
interests and beliefs of college students do occur between the freshman and senior year. (Dressel and Lehmann,
1965, p. 249)
The authors found that changes took place within the first
two years and that there was an increase in homogenity among
students over a four year period.

They did not attribute the

changes to anyone factor:
Furthermore, the changes in attitudes and values are
the result of the interaction of so many factors,
including maturation, that it is not possible to say
with any certainty what experiences, either in a
general or in specific cases, have been most productive of change. (Dressel and Lehmann, 1965, p. 256)
Pace (1970) reported on research by Jacob which said
that course, curriculum, teaching methods or faculty had little
effect on changing student values.

Eddy reported that

changes in the college student occur because of the influence of
one's peers.

He said that:

On the basis of what we have seen, we conclude that
the student, despite his more apparent shortcomings,
is no better and no worse than the average American
adu1 t. He is a conformist along with most of his
contemporaries. He adapts himself to the group
around him. (Eddy, 1959, p. 137)

Becker has done research which shows that. much
student behavior and changes taking place are due to a student
response to the collectively perceived environment.

He says students

see themselves in a role of student and adjust their behavior
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accordingly:
We do not expect that the latent identities or roles of
students--such roles as members of a particular social
class, for instance--will have as nruch to do with student
behavior as will factors that are immediately and
directly associated with the role of the stud ent.
(Becker, 1963, p. 12)
Becker goes on to say that, indeed, there are many student
cultures to be found in a university because there are so many
different backgrolUlds represented.

He points out, however, that

studies which point out differences in student culture, do so more
on the basis of students' pasts:
All these differences may influence the choice of one's
intimates on a campus, but they do not affect the basic
notion that it is important to do well in academic work,
organizational activity and relations of friendship and
dating. Students of all kinds are equally concerned with
such matters believing them to be areas in which demonstrated competence will attest one's successful achievement of maturity. It's in this sense that we may think
of the campus as having one student culture, a culture
which dominates student thinking and influences the
direction of their activity while in school. (Becker,
1963, p. 25)
It is this kind of thinking--that collective perception of
students or observed student behavior are the most direct measure of
the lUliversity environment--which has guided Pace in his own
development of the College and University Environment Scales (CUES).
Pace admits that "wi thin certain limits, no one methodology or
measuring device is logically or empirically superior to all others."
(Pace, 1970, p. 171)
Pace's disagreements with the mentioned measures of the
university environment have been previously outlined.

He does,

however, believe that most studies find general similarities which
he regards as major dimensions along which college environments
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differ and which correlate with the major dimensions of CUES:
In general, the degree of similarity of different measures
within what appear to be major dimensions is expressed by
correlations in the .40's to .60's. This magnitude is too
small to argue that the various measures have produced
nearly identical results but too large to argue against
the existence of some underlying similarities. (Pace,
1970, p. 172)
The original CUES was first published by Educational Testing Service in 1963.

It consisted of ISO statements about university life

describing the atmosphere of climate of the university as students see
it.

It was originally composed of items from the College Charac-

teristics Index (CeI) developed by Pace and George Stern. (Pace and
Stern, 1958)

The authors had fotmd that the ways in which enviromnents

differed from one another were different from the ways in which students differed from one another so the first edition of CUES consisted
of ISO of the original 300 items in the CCI.

These items were

selected because they discriminated between environments.

From a

factor analysis of measurements taken at SO colleges and universities,
the main dimensions along which the environments differed were found
to be practicality, community, awareness, propriety and scholarship.
These five dimensions have remained throughout the period in
whiCh the CUES has been used but the instrument has undergone
revision for three basic reasons.

Pace describes these reasons as--

In the first place, so many colleges and universities used
the first edition that it became possible to develop new
norms based on a larger and more representative number of
colleges and universities across the cotmtry, and we felt
that this broader base for interpreting CUES should be made
available. Secondly, we suspected that some of the original
items were probably better than others and we wanted to improve
the instrUment by identifying its best items and eliminating
others. And, finally, we wanted to provide a basis for
future revisions by introducing new items that would give a
more balanced content and enable us to keep abreast of
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changes and trends in higher education. (Pace, 1969,
p. 11)

Natually, there is disagreement about the effectiveness of the
CUES instrument.

In a review of CUES in the Seventh Mental

Measurements Yearbook, Dressel says,
We are left with the impression that CUES is most useful
on the relatively small, tmcomplicated campus. Even then,
there is some tmcertainty whether the instrument elicits
the cammon orientationS which are regarded as the
important ones and ignores subgroup differences or whether
it also is sensitive to distinctive subcultures.
(Dressel, 1972, p. 56)
Utah State University cannot be classified as a small,
tmcomplicated campus.
complicated.

It also cannot be classified as large and

Since 80 per cent of the USU student body are not

commuters and thus live in and around the university there would be
a tendency for all students to receive similar exposure to the
general campus environment.

Additionally, in a study of National

Merit Scholars and Certificate of Merit winners, Thistlewaite
found that "if a dominant press really exists in a particular college,
almost any group of students attending that college will probably
recognize it." (Thistlewaite, 1959, p. 185)
Pace's national baseline of 100 colleges and universities
includes schools of all sizes and highly consistent results have
been fOl.D1d in test-retest comparisons over a one- or two-year time
span. (Pace, 1969).

As to subgroup differences, the CUES instrument was not
constructed to characterize the environment of different parts of
the university and Pace says, "On most of the scales different groups
of reporters, such as students in different academic fields, resident
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students, or commuting students, see the institution as a whole in
fairly similar fashion." (Pace, 1969, p. 10)
Writing in the Seventh Mental Measurements Yearbook,
Matchell questions whether measures of the college environment
involving student perceptions are adequate and if perceptions are
not related to and distorted by student personality characteristics.
(Matchell, 1972)

Pace says definitely not:

Responses to CUES items are not influenced by the
personal characteristics of the students. Of 245
correlations between the responses of individuals about
their environment and such personal characteristics as
are measured by the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of
Values, the Omnibus Personality Inventory, the Heston
Personality Inventory, the Activities Index, the ACE
Psychological Examination, and the College Qualification Test, 86 percent have been between .00 and ±.29.
Consequently, what a student reports to be true about
his college environment is generally unrelated to his
own personal characteristics. (Pace, 1969, p. 10)
In what appears to be a psychological attack on CUES, Yonge
The objection to the CUES is that it
analytic separation of individual and
overlooks the fact that these aspects
stood in the light of the fundamental
are parts. (Yonge, 1968, p. 122)

is based on an
environment Which
must be under- .
unity of which they

Yonge uses the Gestalt idea that aspects can be properly understood only in relation to one another and to the whole.

For his study,

Yonge used a sample of female students enrolled in educational
psychology and scored the individuals on each of the five CUES
categories.

This approach is contrary to the purpose of CUES as used

by Pace because it uses a select group and scores individuals rather
than the group.
As a measure of the learning or educational environments at

Utah State University, the College and University Environment Scales
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developed by Pace appear to offer the researcher the most comprehensive
method.

Despite some objections to the instrument, even the critics

agree that it does measure student perceptions of the university.
Since dealing with perceptions is this candidate's main concern, the
CUES instrument appears to afford the best opportunity to begin a
study of Utah State University.

22
METHOOOLOGY

The overall plan for this research is to determine how students at
Utah State University perceive the intellectual-social . .·cultural climate
of their school.

Basically, it is an opinion poll with the expression

of opinion on 160 different items.

The knowledge of these perceptions

will give the university administration some idea of the direction in
which students see the tmiversity going.
in two ways.

Such knowledge can be useful

If the perceived direction does not agree with the goals

of the tmiversity changes can be made.

Secondly, the information can

be used to tell prospective students what they can expect at Utah
State.
The primary purpose, then, is to compare USU scores with the State
College category and the national baseline of 100 institutions with a
secondary purpose of determining whether there is an indication that
men and women perceive the environment similarly and in-state students
have the same perceptions of USU as out-of-state students.
Ins t nunent
The instrument is the College and University Environment Scales
(CUES) developed by C. Robert Pace.

It is the second edition con-

sisting of 160 true-false questions dealing with perceptions of a
tmiversity's learning environments.

Its purpose is "to aid in defining

the atmosphere or intellectual-social-cultural climate of the college
as students see it." (Pace, 1969)
There are 100 basic items which form five scales of 20 items
each.

The definitions of these five scales are:
Scale 1. Practicality. The 20 items that contribute to the
score for this scale describe an environment characterized by
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enterprise, organization, material benefits, and social
activities. There are both vocational and collegiate emphases.
A kind of orderly supervision is evident in the administration
and the classwork. As in many organized societies there is
also some personal benefit and prestige to be obtained by
operating in the system--knowing the right people, being in the
right clubs, becoming a leader, respecting one's superiors,
and so forth. The environment, though structured, is not
repressive because it responds to entrepreneurial activities
and is generally characterized by good fun and school spirit.
Scale 2. Community. The items in this scale describe a
friendly, cohesive, group-oriented campus. There is a feeling
of group welfare and group loyalty that encompasses the
college as a whole. The atmosphere is congenial; the campus
is ,a conmrunity. Faculty members know the students, are
interested in their problems, and go out of their way to be
helpful. Student life is characterized by togetherness and
sharing rather than by privacy and cool detachment.
Scale 3. Awareness. The items in this scale seem to reflect
a concern about and emphasis upon three sorts of meaning-personal, poetic, and political. An emphasis upon self-understanding, reflectiveness, and identity suggests the search for
personal meaning. A wide range of opportunities for creative
and appreciative relationships to painting, music, drama,
poetry, sculpture, architecture, and the like suggests the
search for poetic meaning. A concern about events around the
world, the welfare of mankind, and the present and future
condition of man suggests the search for political meaning and
idealistic commitment. What seems to be evident in this sort
of environment is a stress on awareness, an awareness of self,
of society, and of aesthetic stimuli. Along with this push
toward expansion, and perhaps as a necessary condition for it,
there is an encouragement of questioning and dissent and a
tolerance of nonconformity and personal expressiveness.
Scale 4. Propriety. These items describe an environment that
is polite and considerate. Caution and thoughtfulness are
evident. Group standards of decorum are important. There is
an absence of demonstrative, assertive, argumentative, risktaking activities. In general, the campus atmosphere is
mannerly, considerate, proper and conventional.
Scale 5. Scholarship. The items in this scale describe an
environment characterized by intellectuality and scholastic
discipline. The emphasis is on competitively high academic
achievement and a serious interest in scholarship. The pursuit
of knowledge and theories, scientific or philosophical, is
carried on rigorously and vigorously. Intellectual speculation,
an interest in ideas, knowledge for its own sake, and
intellectual discipline--all these are characteristic of the
environment. (Pace, 1969, p. 11)
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In tHe Technical Manual, Pace (1969, pp. 36-42) describes how
these fiv~i scales have been statistically tested for reliability.

He

also eXP11ins validity data (Pace, 1969, pp. 46-54) which was
correlations between CUES scores and various characteristics of
students Jld institutions as measured by several means,
Pace borrelated a number of factors including aptitude, career
plans, majjr fields of study, self ratings and activities, qualities
of the coll1.ege and EAT variables with the five CUES scales.

He fotmd

that thouJ: student characteristics do not account for all the differences J:tween colleges they are generally congruent with school
characteristics.

For instance, there is a positive relationship

between sCholastic aptitude of entering students and the Scholarship
score, between aesthetic interests and Awareness, and between religious
interests and the Propriety and Community scales of the college.
He also fotmd behavior is generally congruent with environmental
press.

Church attendance is related to Community and Propriety.

Majoring in social science and humanities is related to Awareness;
majoring in business related to Practicality; majoring in education is
related to Practicality and Propriety; majoring in engineering is
negatively related to Community.

A strong emotional attachment to the

college is related to Community and Awareness.

Participation in

activities is related to Community .
. Variables measured by EAT, which deal with the curricular
emphasis, have correlations that generally fall in the .30's and
.40's with similar CUES scores.
Pace sums up the validity data by saying:
Whether the environment is characterized directly by the
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collective perceptions of the students who live in it or
whether it is inferred from behavior, characteristics,
emphasis in college curriculum, or other features such as
size, selectivity, and financial resources, the results
are generally congruent. Different approaches and
different questions produce somewhat different answers,
but no approach produces answers opposite or contrary to
those produced by other methods. (Pace, 1969, p. 54)
While the 100 basic items comprising the five scales are
statistically valid and reliable, 60 supplementary items have been
added which are not.

Pace included these because:

These are not scored as part of any of the scales because
there is not yet adequate normative information about them.
They are experimental items, some of which may subsequently
be incorporated in future editions of CUES. The inclusion of
such tryout items builds into the published instrument a
continuing capacity for renewal and improvement. Moreover,
the content of these new items is such that the total set of
160 items has a better balance among statements referring to
different aspects of the environment--administrative, academic,
and student--than had the initial set of 150 CUES items. (Pace,
1969, p. 14)
In addition, there are two subscales dealing with campus morale
and the quality of teaching and teacher-student relationships.

They

are derived from questions in the basic 100 items which are related
to the subscales.

Their definitions are:

Campus Morale.
The items in this scale describe an environment
characterized by acceptance of social norms, group cohesiveness,
friendly assimilation 'into campus life, and, at the same time,
a comrndtment to intellectual pursuits and freedom of expression.
Intellectual goals are exemplified and widely shared in an
atmosphere of personal and social relationships that are both
supportive and spirited.
Quality of Teaching and Faculty-student Relationships. This
scale defines an atmosphere in which professors are perceived
to be scholarly, to se~ high standards, to be clear, adaptive,
and flexible. At the same time, this academic quality of
teaching is infused with warmth, interest, and helpfulness
toward students. (Pace, 1969, p. 11)
Purpose
The basic purpose of CUES is to investigate student perceptions to
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the learning environments.

Pace (1969) reports on the scores of

colleges and universities used for the national baseline of 100
schools.

The baseline was established to include a reasonable number

of every major type of environment and reflects a broad cross section
of higher education.

It is not a statistically drawn sample but a

baseline cross section representing significant elements.
eight general types of schools.

There are

Utah State University falls into the

State Colleges (SC) category which is defined as universities and
state colleges, both public and private, offering some doctor's
degrees but not in as many fields as General and Selective l.IDiversities.
A graph (Figure 1) shows the distribution of scores in this
category in the national baseline for each of the five scales.

The

profile represents "the mean score for each scale in the State College
(SC) group.

Utah State University's score on each of the five

basic scales will be similarly profiled for reference with the
national profile.
Profiles will also be drawn on male students and female students
and on in-state students and out-of-state students.

The groups

(male vs. female, in-state vs. out-of-state) will be compared for
differences.

However, because of the nature of CUES, standard

statistical methods cannot be used to compare the scores.

As Pace

has said:
For those who have a special interest in scores, we would
emphasize that CUES scores are unlike ordinary test scores.
They are not 'mean scores', they are simply the number of i terns
in a scale answered in the keyed direction by a two to one or
greater consensus among the reporters. There is no such thing
as a 'standard deviation' applicable to CUES scores. One has
to use other ways of estimating the stability or variability of
the scores. It is for this reason that we have simply listed,
in this report, how often the scores from different groups of
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40

Figure 1.

Profile of scales from national baseline for State Colleges.
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reporters have been identical, have differed by not more than
two points, not more than four points, etc. It has been
evident in our interpretive comments that we regard differences
of two points or less as truly negligible, and differences of
four points or less as being relatively moderate. Differences
of five points or greater, on a 30 item scale, seem to us to
indicate a meaningful distinction. (Pace, 1967, pp. 39)
Pace goes on to say that this is an arbitrary breakdown and
that four points, rather than five, may be a meaningful difference.
In view of the fact that the second edition of CUES uses 20 item
scales rather than 30 item scales, this breakdown is not useful but
will be mentioned.
Since the purpose of this thesis is to determine how students
perceive the environment at USU, in addition to

repor~ing

the perceived

press on each of the five scales and two sub-scales the percentage of
students answering each question will be listed.
Scoring
CUES is scored using the 66+/33- method.

In other words, the

number of questions in each series of 20 for any given scale which
are answered in the keyed direction by 33 per cent or fewer of the
respondents are subtracted from the number of questions answered in
the keyed direction by 66 per cent or more of the respondents.

In

order to avoid a negative number, 20 is then added to each figure.
This means the scores range from 0 to 40.

The meaning of the individual

score is understood only in relation to the scores on the other scales.
Taken together they will indicate whether USU students think there is
a stronger press towards one than the others.

Conversely, they will

indicate which scale provides the least amount of press in the
students' eyes.
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Research Questions
In place of a hypothesis which could be tested statistically,
this thesis will look at several research questions.
will be:

These questions

How does USU's CUES score compare with the score for other

colleges of its type? How does USU's score compare with the national
sample of 100 colleges and universities? Do these differences
suggest that USU students differ from other students?
Do resident students see USU differently than non-residents see
it?

If differences exist, what are they? Are they positive or

negative differences.?
Is there an indication that males see the university differently
than females?

If so, what are the differences? Are they positive or

negative differences?
What are the implications of the CUES score to the administration
of USU?
What changes should be made at USU to improve the environment?
What things about USU should be retained?
Sampling
Utah State University's sample size was 299.

This represented

4.4 percent of the total enrollment for Spring quarter 1975.

The

sample was drawn by determining what percent of the student body was
enrolled in each college.

This percentage was divided into the

sample size of 300 to determine what number of the sample would come
from each college.
Enough courses to fulfill the quota from each particular college
were then drawn using a table of random numbers selecting only from
those courses number 300 to 500 to avoid freshman and graduate students.
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Instructors of the selected courses were contacted by telephone
and asked permission to use their class for administering the instrument.

Enough courses were drawn from each college to corrvensate for

those professors who did not wish to give up class time.

Classes

sampled are shown in Table 1.
The candidate administered the questionnaire to each class.
A short explanation about. the purpose of the ins trtunent and method

for filling it out were first given.

Respondents were invited to

make any comments they wished.
In all, about 375 students answered-the questiormaire.

Those

from freshman and graduate students were discarded as 'were several
which were not completely filled out.

For those colleges which were

still over their quota after eliminating unusuable questionnaires,
a table of random nwnbers was again used to eliminate questionnaires
until the desired nwnber was achieved.
The actual percentages of male-female students and in-state-Qutof-state students enrolled spring quarter 1975 and the percentages of
each group in the sample are shown below:
Percentage of
total enrollment

Percentage of sample

1v1ales
Females

40.9

58.6
41.3

In-state
Out-of-state

71.2
28.7

74.3
25.6

59

Scoring was done by hand.

The questionnaires were divided into

male, in-state; male, out-of-state; female, in-state;
out-of-state and tabulated this way.

8Jld

female,
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Table 1.

Classes sampled.

College of Agriculture
Ag Construction Ag Ed 301
College of Business
Sponsors MS 323
Business Policy BA 489
College of Education
First Aid HEP 431
Secondary Education 301
Materials Laboratory Sp Ed 381
College of Engineering
Electronics EE 345
Welding Estimating IT 371
Manufacturing Processes MF GE 450
College of Family Life
Management and Decision HECE HU 349G
College of Humanities, Arts and Social Sciences
World Affairs Geog 340
Contemporary Theory Soc 301
Reporting Public Affairs Corom 330
Interior Design Studio Art 306
Composition for Teachers Eng 401
Scene Design Theatre 450
College of Natural Resources
filled quota with Bot 420
College of Science
Taxonomy Bot 420
Special Problems Pub H 499
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RESULTS
Introduction
This chapter will discuss the scores on each of the five scales
in fi ve categories.

The first and most important category vli 11 be the

institutional scores, i.e., the scores for the entire sample of 299
respondents.

There will also be a breakdown between the scores of

males and females and another between in-state students and Qut-ofstate students.
Overall institutional scores will be compared with the scores
from the State College classification from the national baseline
developed by Pace as well as with the scores for the entire national
sample of 100 institutions.
Results
The institutional score on the practicality scale was 18 as
shown in Figure 2.

Agreement aroong the sample on this scale indicated

the belief that anyone knowing the right people on the faculty or the
administration can get a better break and that the important people
expect others to show proper respect for them.

Respondents also

agreed that the school offers many really practical courses.

They

also said students do not take a great deal of pride in their appearance nor is it important to be in the right club or group.

They

agreed that written excuses for absences are not necessary, classroom
seats are not assigned nor are student organizations closely
supervised to guard against mistakes.
The scholarship scale had a score of 17.

Respondents agreed

that most professors were dedicated scholars in their fields but do
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not think they really push students' capacities to the limit.

They

also do not think class discussions were typically intense and
vigorous.

About their own scholastic leanings, respondents do not

think students put a lot of energy into everything they do nor that
people here thrive on difficulty.
Score for the community scale was 19.

Respondents felt it is

easy to take clear notes in most courses and that instructors clearly
explain the goals and purposes of their courses.

While they agreed

that the school has a reputation for being very friendly, students
commonly share their problems, and that it's easy to get a group
together obviously the respondents do not think there is a lot of
group spirit.

They agree that faculty members usually call students

by their first names but do not see many students doing personal
services for the faculty.

Respondents do not think the school helps

people get acquainted or that upperclassmen play an active role in
helping new students adjust.

They do not think everyone knows when a

group of students run a project nor do they think students exert
pressure on one another to live up to expected codes of conduct.
According to respondents, the highest press at USU is toward
awareness.

This scale score was 22.

on only two items.

There was consensus agreement

Respondents feel that strong personal belief and

conviction are often expressed.

They also agree that many famous

people are brought to the campus for lectures, concerts and student
discussions.
The least press was indicated on the propriety scale which had a
score of 12.

Respondents did not think that students ask for permission

before deviating from common policies or practices.

Respondents think
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students generally do things on the spur of the moment and they agree
that student publications lampoon dignified people or institutions.
Respondents agree that student parties are colorful and lively and
that students do get drunk and disorderly.

They feel that dormitory

raids, water fights and other student pranks occur and that rough
games and contact sports are an important part of intramural athletics.
Respondents also think that many students expect others to adapt to
them rather than trying to adapt themselves to others.
Campus morale is not too high according to the respondents.
USU score on this scale was 16.
institutions is 25.

The

The mean score for the 100 baseline

This is because respondents believe that anyone

knowing the right people can get a better break, the school does not
help everyone get acquainted, upperclassmen do not play an active
role in helping new students to adjust, students are not aware of the
involvements of fellow students, and they do not exert pressure on
one another to live up to codes of conduct and because students do
not put a lot of energy into their activities, both in and out of class.
Other factors contributing to morale or lack of it which were agreed
upon by the respondents were no group spirit and that too many
people expected other students to adapt to them rather than trying
to adapt themselves to others.
Quality of teaching did not fare as poorly in the respondents
view as did morale.
baseline of 14.

The score was 13 compared with a mean on the

The negative aspect according to respondents was that

classroom discussion is not vigorous and intense.

However they did

feel that most professors are dedicated scholars in their fields,
that they clearly explain the goals and purposes of their courses and
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and that they are friendly and informal.
Figure 3 shows the profile of the USU CUES scores and the mean
scores of the State College category taken from the national baseline
developed by Pace.
of 5.5.

There is a difference on the practicality scale

Using the technique developed by Pace (1967) this would

indicate a meaningful distinction.

A meaningful distinction also

exists between the awareness scales and the propriety scales.
Comparing USU scores against the mean scores for the entire
national baseline of 100 schools, Figure 4, a meaningful distinction
also exists between the community, propriety and scholarship scales.
In comparing both the State College means and the national
baseline means, Figure 5, those differences which do not show a
meaningful distinction fall into the truly negligible classification.
Differences between the in-state and out-of-state respondents'
scores on each of the five scales are noticeable, Figure 6, and in
some cases considerable.
The out-of-state score on practicality is 21.
is 18.

In-state score

Out-of-state respondents show a consensus of 71 percent on

the statement that a person knowing the right person on the faculty
or administration can get a better break while the in-state percentage
is 64.

Only 28 percent of the in-state respondents think students

take a great deal of pride in their appearance but 45 percent of the
out-of-state students think they do.

Forty-six percent of the in-state

sample think student elections generate a lot of strong feelings but
only 34 percent of the out-of-state sample agree.

Just 30 percent of

the in-state respondents think student organizations are closely
supervised while 39 percent of the out-of-state think they are.

Two
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in-state respondents thought students must have a written excuse for
absence.
Scores on the scholarship scale were 14 for
for in-state.

Disparity exists on three items.

out~of-state

and 17

Seventy-three percent

of the out-of-state sample believe standards set by the professors are
not particularly hard to achieve while 57 percent of the in-state
sample agree.

Twenty-eight percent of the out-of-state sample think

most courses are a real intellectual challenge while 41 percent of
in-state think they are a challenge.

Thirty-one percent of the out-

of-state respondents believe there is a lot of interest in the
philosophy and methods of science while 40 percent of the in-state do.

an

the community scale the scores are 17 for out-of-state and

19 for in-state.

The largest gap between the groups was on two iteID6.

Seventy-four percent of the in-state respondents think it is easy to
get a group together for activities while only 59 percent of the outof-state respondents agree.

Seventy-seven percent of the in-state

say students commonly share their problems but only 62 percent of the
out-of-state agree.

A reputation for friendliness at USU is seen by

70 percent of the in-state sample and 61 percent of the out-of-state.
Thirty-four percent of the in-state sample see a lot of group spirit
while 25 percent of the out-of-state see it.

Seventy percent of the

out-of-state believe students quickly learn what is done and not done
and 61 percent of the in-state agree.

Seventy-three percent of the

out-of-state respondents think instructors clearly explain the goals and
purposes of their courses and 66 percent of the in-state agree.
The awareness scale shows scores of 18 for out-of-state and 22
for in-state.

Using Pace's (1967) formula this is a meaningful
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distinction.

Fifty-two percent of the in-state respondents think

students are actively concerned about national and international
affairs and only 31 percent of the out-of-state respondents agree.
Nineteen percent of the in-state students think the expression of
strong personal belief is pretty rare but 42 percent of the out-ofstate sample think it is pretty rare.
The largest difference in scale scores is on propriety.
out-of-state score is 18 and the in-state 9.

The

Fifty-four percent of

the out-of-state respondents think that drinking and late parties are
generally tolerated, despite regulations while 71 percent of the
in-state think this.

Forty-three percent of the in-state respondents

think students occasionally plot some sort of escapade or rebellion
and 32 percent of out-of-state agree.

Only 21 percent of the in-state

sample feels that student publications never lampoon dignified people
or institutions while 41 percent of the out-of-state students think
student publications don't lampoon dignified people or institutions.
Sixty-eight percent of the in-state students think bermuda shorts,
pin-up pictures, etc. are common while 58 percent of the out-of-state
students agree.
Larger percentage differences show up on six of the items in the
propriety scale.

Only 31 percent of the in-state respondents think

students are expected to report violations of rules and regulations
but 51 percent of the out-of-state students think this.

Seventy~seven

percent of the in-state sample think student parties are colorful and
lively but only 52 percent of the out-of-state sample agree.

Forty-

one percent of the out-of-state respondents believe students rarely get
drunk and disorderly but just 26 percent of the in-state respondents
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agree.

Three-fourths or 75 percent of the out-of-state sample think

most students show a good deal of caution and self-control in their
behavior while 55 percent of the in-state sample agrees.

Very few,

4 percent of the in-state students believe that student pranks would
be unthinkable but 23 percent of the out-of-state students think such
pranks would be unthinkable.

Seventy-five percent of the in-state

respondents believe that rough games and contact sports are an
important part of intramurals but only 51 percent of the out-of-state
respondents agree.
Comparison, Figure 7, of male and female scores on each of the
scales indicates a meaningful distinction on four of the five scales.
Practicality score for males is 20 and for females 22.

The biggest

spread on this scale is that 53 percent of the males think there is a
recognized group of leaders on this campus but 78 percent of the females
do.

Seventy-one percent of the females think the big college events

draw a lot of student enthusiasm and 60 percent of the males agree.
Forth-three percent of the males say that professors regularly check
up on students to make sure assignments are being carried out but just

33 percent of the females agree.

Seventy percent of the females say

new fads and phrases are continually springing up among students and
60 percent of the males agree.
Scholarship scores are 21 for females and 17 for males, a
meaningful distinction.

Percentages are not extremely spread though

67 percent of the females think most professors are very thorough
teachers and really probe the fundamentals and 54 percent of the males
agree.

Sixty-nine percent of the females think course offerings and

faculty in the natural sciences are outstanding compared with 60
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percent for males.

Courses, exams and readings are frequently

revised according to 67 percent of the females while 57 percent of
the males agree.
On

the community scale, the score for males is 15 and for

females 21.

The difference of 6 points is a meaningful distinction.

Seventy-four percent of the females believe USU has a reputation for
being very friendly and 63 percent of the males agree.

Getting a

group together for activities is easy according to 81 percent of the
females but only 63 percent of the males agree.

Eighty-five percent

of the females believe that students commonly share their problems
but just 65 percent of the males agree with this.
Awareness scale scores are 25 for females and 21 for males, again
a meaningful distinction.

One difference is that 67 percent of the

females believe that students are encouraged to take an active part
in social reforms and political programs and 55 percent of the males
agree.

A majority of females, 66 percent, think there is a lot of

interest in poetry, music, painting, sculpture, etc. but only 45 percent of the males think this.

Forty-two percent of the females think

there would be a capacity audience for a lecture by an outstanding
philosopher or theologian with 31 percent of the males agreeing.
Forty-eight percent of the males think modern art and music get little
attention while 34 percent of the females think it gets little attention.
The propriety scale scores are 10 for females and 14 for males.
The only difference higher than a 10 percent spread was that 81
percent of the females felt that student parties were lively and
colorful while only 65 percent of the males agreed.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Practicality
At Utah State, Figure 8, the _differences among respondents were
relatively small on the practicality scale.

The difference (2)

between male and female respondents was the smallest difference among
the five scales.

The difference between in-state and out-of-state

(3) was not the smallest difference among the scales but only
Community with a difference of two was smaller.
On the other hand, the difference on Practicality between USU and

the national baseline for State Colleges was high (5.5).
most state colleges are more orderly than USU.

Apparently

In fact, on the national

baseline, only Teacher's Colleges and General Universities had higher
practicality scores than State Colleges.

Those questions on which the

USU respondents agreed in the Practicality scale probably indicate
some of the reasons for USU's lower score.

Students agreed that they

did not take a great deal of pride in their appearance and that
student organizations were not closely supervised.

It is obvious to

anyone who has been on the college scene during the past decade that
students do not "dress up" for class.

The casualness of appearance is

common and is evidence that students are less interested in operating
within the system than their predecessors.
Some of the move away from the press of practicality is due to
university policy as indicated by respondents belief that organizations are not closely supervised.

The administration at USU seems

aware that students want to be on their own and in recent years
policies in general have been altered to give students more say in
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their collegiate lives.
The fact that males and females and in-state and out-of-state
respondents rate the practicality press fairly close may be partially
explained by the fact that all individuals are subject to the university's rules and regulations.

As Pace's definition of practicality

indicates this press suggests a structured atmosphere.

Interestingly,

females see it as more structured than males and out-of-state students
see it as more structured than in-state students do.

That females

see the university in a different light than males was indicated by
Pace's studies.

He said, "Clearly, women tend to find the college

environment a more congenial, friendly community than do men and
also tend to find it more mannerly and considerate." (Pace, 1966).
This more positive attitude by women is evident throughout USU's scale
scores.
In-state students may see less practical press than do out-ofstate students because they come from a basically orderly society
which rightly or wrongly, many out-of-state students appear to see as
repressive.
Scholarship
USU's scholarship scale score, while only 1.4 points below the
score for State Colleges, was 7 points below the scholarship score
for the national baseline of 100 colleges.

Apparently, scholarship

is not a dominant press at state schools.

Only Teachers Colleges had

a lower scholarship score than State Colleges.

So while it is not out

of line for its category, USU's press towards scholarship is not as
high as some may hope.

The reasons, according to respondents, are that

students are not really pushed and do not really push themselves.

It
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seems fairly obvious that students could do more work than is demanded
of them.
Out-of-state students are most critical of USU's scholastic press.
A large majority do not think teachers are demanding enough and few
think courses are a real intellectual challenge.

Perhaps this indi-

cates that high schools in Utah are not as hard as high schools
elsewhere.
Females tend to be kinder than males.

Dominant press for

scholarship according to females comes from most professors being
very thorough, course offerings in the natural sciences being
outstanding and courses and exams being frequently revised.

This may

be accounted for by females generally being less critical though their
concepts about natural sciences could simply be that not as many
females are in this field and therefore tend to see it as more
academic than it actually is.
Community
Utah State's Community scale score is closer to the State College's
score than any of the five scales indicating that like other state
colleges and universities, USU is not a group-oriented campus.

The

national baseline of all 100 schools had a community score of 25.
Only colleges emphasizing engineering and science and highly selective
universities had lower community scores.

At USU, lack of group spirit

may be accounted for by size and lack of common goals.

Seventy

percent of the student"body comes from homogeneous Utah arid 30 percent
from outside of Utah.

This represents the clashing of two cultures and

group spirit is tarnished.
Interestingly enough, both groups recognize it.

In-state and
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out-of-state respondents differed by only 2 points on the Community
scale.

In-state students tend to be friendlier with their colleagues

and perhaps because of the homogenity they tend to have more in
common with one another than other students.
Males and females view the community press quite differently.

In

fact, the difference, on community of 6 points, is largest of all
scales between male and female.
Almost 20 percent more of the females think it is easy to get a
group together for activities and 20 percent more of the females
think students commonly share their problems.

This agrees with Pace's

finding that women tend to find the college environment more congenial
and friendly than males.
Awareness
Awareness is the highest press at USU.

The spread on. the

Awareness scale for USU and the sample of State Colleges is higher
than for any of the scales (7.2).

USU is higher by 2 points than the

national baseline and only highly selective liberal arts colleges and
highly selective universities have higher awareness scores than USU.
Only two dominant features emerged on the scale but concensus was
high on nearly all 20 questions making up the scale.

Some of this

press towards awareness is probably a function of a changing American
society.

People in general are more concerned about world events

and the welfare of mankind than they have been in the recent past.
The differences in Awareness scale scores between men and women
and between in-state and out-of-state are identical.
fact~r

A dominant

according to females is that there is a lot of interest in

poetry, music, painting, etc. but 22 percent fewer males agree with
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this.

Perhaps this indicates more sensitivity to the arts by women

than by men.

Women generally see more interest in the arts than do

men in the sample again indicating more sensitivity to these areas.
Twenty percent more in-state students think students are actively
concerned about national and international affairs and 23 percent
more out-of-state respondents think the expression of personal belief
is pretty rare.

As a whole, Utah State has not seen much of the

demonstrations and student riots which many campuses have and perhaps
because they have come from areas where this was more common, out-ofstate students think USU is not active enough and is, in fact,
apathetic.

This opinion was expressed by several respondents who

made additional comments.

See Table 2.

Propriety
Propriety is the least of the environmental presses at USU.
The score is 3.3 points lower than the State College sample and 5
points lower than the national baseline score.

The only group with a

lower propriety score than USU is the highly selective universities.
Respondents do not see it as a mannerly and proper environment
because they see students having colorful parties, drinking, performing
pranks and the student press as lampooning dignified people and
institutions.

Again, some of this may be explained by the fact that

students are more demonstrative than in the past.

The highest

propriety score comes from strongly denominational colleges as would
be expected.

That USU is low indicates that some students are here for

hell-raising and fun as well as for education.
Overall, out-of-state students see a much greater press towards
propriety than do in-state students.

In fact, the out-of-state score
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Table 2.

Comments by respondents written on bodies of answer sheets.

"The subject of academic excellence is one hell of a sore spot with
me. MY particular major field has been a total waste of time. The
professors are old, senile and display a pronounced who cares attitude.
No progress or improvement has been proposed as long as I have been
here and from what I hear, has not been offered in the past. Enrollment is at an all-time low and I feel, as does the Dean, that the
department is in jeopardy of being scrapped altogether due to its
outdated facilities, over-the-hill faculty and lack of opportunities
for graduates. Class scheduling is a big pain in the ass. Testing
is next to unbearable. Tests given have been used for many years and
have fallen into the hands of students."
"I'm disturbed at the lack of student say as to the moneys spent in
athletics. A person should have a say as to where his fees go and
when a department needs some new piece of equipment the sports should
be the first cut. We're working on World War II surplus engines in
aero and not one new or current turbo charged engine is available to
lool< at."
"If I were starting over in school I would definitely not return to
USU. I enjoy the area--the campus, etc.--but I do not feel that the
school prepares students for the professional world. Due to poor
professors mainly--old and no longer learning in their field."
"I think this campus would be much better off if the Monnons didn't
dominate every blessed thing that happens. This is strictly a
MJnnon town. It makes it very hard for non-Monnons who have different
morals. I am one."
"I realize you are grading these by hand and this is probably why there
are just responses available to us. However, more than just True False
is necessary. Many questions on here are new to me and I know nothing
about them. Because of the way this has been set up though, I am
forced into one of the 2 categories when I would rather not answer at
all. You definitely need 'not applicable' or other categories that
would suit our answers better."
"There are far too many 'most' or 'many' questions. Does that mean
51%, a majority, 90% or what? Far too many vague and arnbigious
questions."
"This school is located in a beautiful area where it is a pleasure to
attend school and to study. However, there is a large religious
influence on this campus making it very difficult to learn or express
ideas incongruent with the status quo. Narrow-mindedness pervades
this campus and often times I find this very frustrating."
"Conforming school with confonning professors and confonning students.
Can't say I expect a lot out of it."
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Table 2.

Continued

"I think this university needs to separate the duties of advising and
teaching. Many teachers have no interest in advising and shouldn't-they're no good at it. Others prefer and do a better job of advising."
"Although I am not actually a student at this university, I am
involved with classes as a teaching assistant and have audited
several classes in the last year.
The emphasis at USU seems to be excellence in research and obtaining
grants, often at the expense of high-quality teaching. Admittedly,
there are a few excellent educators, but they are definitely a
minority.
MOst disturbing to me is the lack of educational quality--reflected in
the attitudes of most teachers toward students, poor quality library,
lack of interest in upgrading teaching quality by the administration."
tlThis is the third college I have attended. I am very impressed with
the caliber and friendliness of the faculty on this campus. The whole
area of students and faculty has impressed me with its friendly and
helpful attitude."
"I think this 'quiz' isn't very applicable to the individual-especially if he hasn't been here long or is married. Many married
students haven't got much contact with the university except for
classes and most often the questions are vague, ambiguous or the
student has no way of knowing so he indifferently marks something."

"My perception of this school is as an academic institution~ The
cultural, social, religious and other aspects of this area have
little influence on my way of thinking. I answered only those questions
that I could honestly answer and that I considered relevant--the rest,
because of gross generalities, were impossible to answer honestly or
were so superficial that they weren't worth the time."
"The emphasis in the courses is the amount of material that can be
memorized and regurgitated at the correct moment. Individual effort
other than memorizing are not encouraged or rewarded. Methods of
teaching are traditional and parochial.
Student body is apathetic, very parochial and conditioned by the somewhat exceptional religious environment under which most have grown
up. There are few outsiders here and they are ostracized. New ideas
are ignored. Social consciousness and educational methods both are 10
years behind the rest of the country.
The facilities here could be considered adequate if there was enough
intellectual liveliness to put them to good use. As it is the
professors tend to spend their time playing 'one-upmanship' games with
each other rather than trying for real achievements in their field."
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(18) is fairly high.

Because of cultural differences, out-of-state

respondents apparently see USU as a non-demonstrative, non-argumentative environment.

Out-of-state students do not think parties are as

lively, they do not see as much drinking and they see more caution and
self control.

Obviously, what in-state students consider riotous

living is different from what out-of-state students see.

It would

appear that the in-state student comes from a quieter background
than the out-of-state student and therefore sees demonstrative activity
in a different light.
Similarly, women, by a margin of 16 percent over men, see parties
as colorful and lively.

Women's lib, notwithstanding, men are

apparently rowdier than women and it takes wilder times to impress
them than it does women.
General
While the groups--male, female; in-state, out-of-state--tend
to agree on the dominant features making up an environmental press,
male and female do not always agree on the general direction of the
press.

Like the total sample, males and females agree that awareness

exerts the most press and propriety the least.

Females group

practicality, scholarship and community very close together as does
the total sample.

Males, being generally more critical, rate

scholarship and community considerably lower.

And while males and

females see more press for practicality than scholarship, as does the
entire sample, the community press is more evident to all respondents
than it is to either males or females.
caused by borderline opinions.

This apparent disparity is

Many questions on the male sample are

close to being counted, just under 66 percent or just over 33 percent,
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and these same questions on the female sample show high agreement.
When combined for the total score, the high female agreement raises
the scale score and changes the order of the scales.
Because the in-state sample is three-fourths of the total where
the male-female is a closer 60 percent to 40 percent, this does not
occur.

The in-state sample ranks the press in the same order as the

total sample, i.e.; Awareness, Community, Practicality, Scholarship
and Propriety.

The out-of-state sample sees a different press.

Practicality is seen as first followed by Awareness, Propriety,
Community and finally Scholarship.

It is obvious that out-of-state

respondents are more critical of the university than in-state.

From

the experience of administering this questionnaire and checking
responses, it appears that some of this criticalness is based on a
general attitude adopted by out-of-state students.

Being confronted

with the different culture which Utah represents, many seem to see
everything through this cultural bias.

They are different because

their motives, interests and values are different from those of the
in-state student.

Being in the minority, they feel put upon by the

majority and are therefore critical of what the majority does.
To get the full impact of the CUES study, one must look at the
percentages answering each question (Table 3).

Because only the first

100 questions have been validated and are used in computing the
scores on the five scales, the responses to 60 of the questions do not
enter into the environmental measure.

Nonetheless, they indicate

opinions and should be considered in any discussion.

Looking only at

some of those above 80 percent and below 30 percent seems to back up
the other information found in the study.
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Table 3.

Percent of USU sample agreeing with statement.

Question

Percent

pra_cticali tr',
1.

Students almost always wait to be called on before
speaking in class.

53%

2.

The big college events draw a lot of student enthusiasm and support.

65%

3.

There is a recognized group of student leaders on
this campus.

64%

4.

Frequent tests are given in most courses.

63%

5.

Students take a great deal of pride in their
personal appearance.

32%

6.

Education here tends to make students more practical
and realistic.

55%

7.

The professors regularly check up on the students to
make sure that assignments are being carried out
properly and on time.

39%

8.

It's important socially here to be in the right club
or group.

33%

9.

Student pep rallies, parades, dances, carnivals, or
demonstrations occur very rarely.

50%

10.

Anyone who mows the right people in the faculty or
administration can get a better break here.

67%

51.

The important people at this school expect others to
show proper respect for them.

73%

52.

Student elections generate a lot of intense campaigning
and strong feeling.

43%

53.

Everyone has a lot of ftm at this school.

45%

S4.

In many classes students have an assigned seat.

28%

55.

Student organizations are closely supervised to guard
against mistakes.

32%
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Table 3.

Continued

Question .

Percent

56.

Many students ·try to pattern themselves after people
they admire.

66%

57.

New fads and phrases are continually springing up
among the students.

64%

58.

Students must have a written excuse for absence from
class.

.6%

59.

The college offers many really practical courses such
as typing, report writing, etc.

84%

60.

Student rooms are more likely to be decorated with
peIUlants and pin -ups than with paintings, carvings,
mobiles, fabrics, ~tc.

57%

Scholarship.
11.

The professors really push the students' capacities to
the limit.

26%

12.

MOst of the professors are dedicated scholars in their
fields.

73%

13.

Mbst courses require intensive study and preparation
out of class.

57%

14.

Students set high standards of achievement for themselves.

45%

15.

Class discussions are typically vigorous and intense.

21%

16. A lecture by an outstanding scientist would be poorly
attended·.

49%

17.

Careful reasoning and clear logic are valued most
highly in grading student papers, reports, or
discussions.

53%

18.

It is fairly easy to pass most courses without working
very hard.

50%

19.

The school is outstanding for the emphasis and support
it gives to pure scholarship and basic research.

43%
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Table 3.

Continued

Question

Percent

20.

Standards set by the professors are not particularly
hard to achieve.

61%

61.

Most of the professors are very thorough teachers and
really probe into the fundamentals of their subjects.

59%

62.

Mbst courses are a real intellectual challenge.

38%

63.

Students put a lot of energy into everything they do
in class and out.

28%

64.

Course offerings and faculty in the natural sciences
are outstanding.

64%

65.

Courses, examinations, and readings are frequently
revised.

61%

66.

Personality, pull, and bluff get students through many
courses.

63%

67.

There is very little studying here over the weekends.

58%

68.

There is a lot of interest in the philosophy and methods
of science.

38%

69.

People around here seem to thrive on difficulty - the
tougher things get, the harder they work.

32%

70.

Students are very serious and purposeful about their
work.

45%

Connnunity
21.

It is easy to take clear notes in most courses.

71%.

22.

The school helps everyone get acquainted.

30%

23.

Students often run errands or do other personal
services for the faculty.

29%

24.

The history and traditions of the college are strongly
emphasi zed.

47%

25.

The professors go out of their way to help you.

57%
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Table 3.

Continued

Question

Percent

26.

There is a great deal of borrowing and sharing among
the students.

60%

27.

When students run a project or put on a show everybody
knows about it.

23%

28.

Many upperclassmen play an active role in helping new
students adjust to campus life.

13%

29.

Students exert considerable pressure on one another
to live up to the expected codes of conduct.

15%

30.

Graduation is a pretty matter-of-fact, unemotional event.

64%

71.

This school has a reputation for being very friendly.

68%

72.

All undergraduates must live in university approved
housing.

73.

Instructors clearly explain the goals and purposes of
their courses.

68%

74.

Students have many opportunities to develop skill in
organizing and directing the work of others.

44%

75.

Most of the faculty are not interested in students'
personal problems.

56%

76.

Students quickly learn what is done and not done on
this campus.

64%

77.

It's easy to get a group together for card games,
singing, going to the movies, etc.

71%

78.

Students commonly share their problems.

73%

79.

Faculty members rarely or never call students by their
first names.

19%

80.

There is a lot of group spirit.

32%

3%

Awareness
31.

Channels for expressing students' complaints are
readily accessible.

49%
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Table 3 .

Continued

Question

Percent

32.

Students are encouraged to take an active part in
social reforms or political programs.

60%

33.

Students are actively concerned about national and
international affairs.

47%

34.

There are a good many colorful and controversial
figures on the faculty.

59%

35.

There is considerable interest in the analysis of value
systems, and the relativity of societies and ethics.

56%

36.

Public debates are held frequently.

36%

37.

A controversial speaker always stirs up a lot of student
discussion.

54%

38.

There are many facilities and opportunities for individual creative activity.

57%

39.

There is a lot of interest here in poetry, music,
painting, sculpture, architecture, etc;

54%

40.

Concerts and art exhibits always draw big crowds of
students.

53%

81.

Students are encouraged to criticize administrative
policies and teaching practices.

51%

82.

The expression of strong personal belief or conviction
is pretty rare around here.

24%

83.

Many students here develop a strong sense of responsibility about their role in contemporary social and
political life.

56%

84.

There are a number of prominent faculty members who
playa significant role in national or local politics.

39%

85.

There would be a capacity audience for a lecture by
an outstanding philosopher or theologian.

36%

86.

Course offerings and faculty in the social sciences are
outstanding.

42%
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Table 3.

Continued

Question

Percent

87.

Many famous people are brought to the campus for
lectures, concerts, student discussions, etc.

77%

88.

The school offers many opportunities for students to
understand and criticize important works of art, nrusic,
and drama.
.

41%

89.

Special museums or collections are important possessions
of the college.

40%

90.

MOdern art and nrusic get little attention here.

42%

~r~p~i~~r'
41. Students ask permission before deviating from common
policies or practices.

24%

42.

MOst student rooms are pretty messy.

50%

43.

People here are always trying to win an argument.

53%

44.

Drinking and late parties are generally tolerated,
despite regulations.

56%

45.

Students occasionally plot some sort of escapade or
rebellion.

41%

46.

Many students drive sports cars.

41%

47.

Students frequently do things on the spur of the
moment.

87%

48.

Student publications never lampoon dignified people
or institutions.

25%

49.

The person who is always trying to "help out" is
likely to be regarded as a nuisance .

38%

.50. ·Students are conscientious about taking good care of
school property.

43%

91.

Students are expected to report any violation of rules
and regulations.

36%

92.

Student parties are colorful and lively.

71%
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93.

There always seem to be a lot of little quarrels
going on.

42%

94.

Students rarely get drunk and disorderly.

30%

95.

MOst students show a good deal of caution and selfcontrol in their behavior.

60%

96.

Bermuda shorts, pin-up pictures, etc., are common on
this campus.

65%

97.

Students pay little attention to rules and regulations.

41%

98.

Donnitory raids, water fights, and other student pranks
would be unthinkable.

8%

99.

Many students seem to expect other people to adapt to
them rather than trying to adapt themselves to others.

74%

Rough games and contact sports are an important part
of intramural athletics.

31%

100.
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Questions. not counted in five

~cale~

101.

The vocational value of many courses is emphasized.

54%

102.

Mbst people are aware of the financial status of
students' families.

27%

103.

Student organizations are required to have a faculty
adviser.

67%

104.

There are good facilities for learning vocationally
useful skills and teclmiques.

65%

105. Most faculty members really know the regulations and
requirements that apply to student programs.

40%

106.

There is a well-organized and effective job placement
office for the graduating students.

64%

107.

Many faculty members are involved in services or
consulting activities for outside groups--business,
adult education, etc.

66%

108.

Professors will sometimes increase a student's grade if
they think he has worked especially hard and
conscientiously.

70%

109.

Most students want to get a degree because of its
economic value.

85%

110.

Vocational guidance is a main activity of the cotmseling
office.

49%

Ill.

New ideas and theories are encouraged and vigorously
debated.

42%

112.

Students who don't make passing grades are quickly
dropped from school.

24%

113.

Students are allowed to help themselves to books in
the library stacks.

86%
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114.

Excellence in scholarship is the dominant feature of
this institution.

32%

115.

There are lots of quiet and comfortable places for
students to study.

55%

116.

Even in social groups students are more likely to talk
about their studies than about other things.

28%

117.

There are many excellent facilities for research on
this campus.

59%

118. The main emphasis in most departmental clubs is to
promote interest and scholarship in the field.

65%

119.

MOst students are pretty dissatisfied if they make less
than a B grade.

56%

120.

The library is one of the outstanding facilities on the
campus.

54%

121.

The campus design, architecture 1I and landscaping
suggest a friendly atmosphere.

88%

122.

Student groups often meet in faculty members' homes.

24%

123.

Counseling and guidance services are really personal,
patient, and helpful.

52%

124.

There are courses which involve students in activities
with groups or agencies in the local community.

60%

125.

Mbst of the students here are pretty happy.

84%

126.

There are courses or voluntary seminars that deal with
problems of marriage and the family.

85%

127.

In most classes the atmosphere is very friendly.

81%

128.

Groups of students from the college often get together
for parties or visits during holidays.

60%

129.

Mbst students seem to have a genuine affection for this
school.

57%

130.

There are courses or voluntary seminars that deal with
problems of social adjustment.

58%
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131.

There is a regular place on the campus where students
can make speeches about controversial issues.

36%

132.

Students are free to cut classes at their own discretion.

87%

133.

Many faculty members have worked overseas or frequently traveled to other countries.

62%

134.

There is a lot of variety and innovation in the way
many courses are taught.

48%

135.

Many professors permit, and sometimes welcome, class
discussion of materials that are outside their field
or specialization.

51%

136.

Many students are interested in ]Oln1llg the Peace
Corps or are planning, somehow, to spend time in
another part of the world.

37%

137.

Many student groups invite faculty members to lead
special discussions.

53%

138.

Groups of students sometimes spend all evening
listening to classical records.

19%

139.

Student chorus, orchestra, and theater groups are
really excellent.

61%.

140.

Students like to browse in book stores.

69%

141.

Many professors require students to submit an outline
before writing a term paper or report.

35%

142.

The Dean of Students office is mainly concerned with
displinary matters.

40%

143.

Faculty members always wear coats and ties on the
campus.

16%

144.

A major aim of this institution is to produce cultivated
men and women.

50%

145.

In literature, drama, and music the main emphasis is
on the classics.

34%

146.

Nearby churches have an active interest in counseling
and youth programs.

87%
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147.

Proper standards and ideals are emphasized in many
courses.

59%

148.

Mbst professors think of themselves as no different
from other adults in the community.

58%

149.

Faculty members are always polite and proper in their
relations with students.

54%

150.

In most exams the emphasis is on knowing the correct
answers rather than on being able to defend a point
of view.

79%

151.

There are students on many academic and adminis trative committees.

65%

152.

Students have real authority to determine some campus
policies and procedures.

66%

153.

Some faculty members are active in experimenting with
new methods of teaching, new courses, and other
iIUlovations.

72%

154.

There is much student interest and activity about
social issues--such as civil rights, justice, peace.

58%

155.

The administration is receptive and active in responding to student proposals for change.

31%

156.

There is an "experimental" college or program where
a variety of new courses are offered (whether for
credit or not).

63%

157.

Massive disruption, force, or violence by students
would be tmthinkable on this campus.

79%

158.

The attitude of most college officials about drugs is
generally patient, flexible, and tolerant.

33%

159.

The response of most college officials toward student
sit-ins or other "confrontations" is (or would be)
firm, forceful, and tmsympathetic.

63%

160.

Due process considerations are expected by students
who are accused of violating laws or college rules.

81%
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That the practicality press is felt by everyone is backed up by
the fact that 84 percent think the college offers really practical
courses and 85 percent feel most students want to get a degree
because of its economical value.

USU began as an institution offering

practical education and it is apparent that students think it is still
a place for a practical education.
Opinion held by a large majority shows areas which bring the
scholarship press down.
vigorous and intense.

Only 21 percent think class discussions are
Twenty-eight percent think students put a lot

of energy into everything they do and the same percentage think
students in social groups are likely to talk about studies.

Again,

students apparently do not feel they are being overworked.
It appears students here think it is a friendly campus but not
personable.

Eighty-eight percent think the campus design suggests a

friendly atmosphere.

Eighty-four percent think most students here are

pretty happy and 81 percent think the atmosphere is very friendly in
most classes.

Eighty-one percent say faculty are informal in addressing

However, just 30 percent think the school helps everyone get

them.

acquainted and 13 percent believe upperclassman play an active role
in helping new students adjust.

Only 15 percent think students exert

pressure on one another to live up to expected codes of conduct.
Seventy-one percent don't see students doing personal errands or favors
for faculty members and 76 percent don't see students meeting in faculty
homes.
The relatively high Awareness score is not reinforced by large
majority opinions.

Classical music is definitely not one of the

contributing factors as only 19 percent believe a group of students
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would get together to listen to such music.
The low Propriety score is apparently because students see
themselves as fairly free and fun-loving.
students must get

permiss~on

Only 24 percent think

before deviating from common policies.

Just 8 percent think student pranks like water fights and panty raids
would be unthinkable.

Eighty-seven percent think students frequently

do things on the spur of the moment and 70 percent think students get
drunk and disorderly.

Seventy-five percent say student publications

lampoon dignified people or institutions.

The fact that just 16

percent see faculty members always in ties and coats contributes to the
non-proprietary atmosphere.
Implications
This study has identified the dornrrnant directions of environmental press at Utah State University.

It can answer the question of

what, who and where USU is at this time because surely, what the
students perceive about a university is certainly what is true.

Who,

what and where USU is must be answered prior to deciding who, what
and where it will be in the future.
The administration can profit by examining the prevailing view
of students about this institution.
with the stated institutional goals?

Do the findings suggest conflict
If, for example, Utah State

wants an acadernrrc scholarly environment, this is not the case.
the most part, students do not feel challenged academically.

For
If,

on the other hand, USU wants an atmosphere where students feel they
can develop as individuals the institution is probably succeeding.
Compared with other state colleges and universities, USU comes
out well if one considers the purpose of a university is to provide an
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atmosphere where students mature and begin making their own decisions.
The fact that the awareness press is high and the propriety press low
speaks well for the institution.

Students are concerned about the

world around them and do not feel restricted or too controlled.
The lower practicality score also indicates students feel free
to develop on their own without too many rules.

It seems obvious

that most students are here for the educational tools which will
lead to a job and a career.

The university could make use of this by

discussing job possibilities for various major fields.

This could be

done both in recruiting and in counseling for present students.
There are several other areas indicated by the study where the
environment could be improved.

One of the most obvious, would be to

encourage teachers to make classes more challenging.

Out-of-state

students indicate they would appreciate this the most but a majority
of all students think they could be pushed harder and challenged more.
University relations could become involved in some areas to
improve the commmity press.

Because of the size of USU there may be

some areas where group spirit and closeness can never be improved.
But the responses indicate that programs for incoming students
utilizing upperclassmen and more experienced students could do much
to improve the assimilation of new students into campus life.
It also seems fairly obvious that the university should continue
its policy of bringing in a wide range of speakers and entertainers.
The influence of these contacts is apparent in the awareness of the
student body.
There appears a need for the administration to have more interchange with out-of-state students.

They are the least satisfied with
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the institution but it seems probable that some form of communication
with them could result in their having more positive attitudes.

USU

needs. these students both for enrollment and for the influence they
bring to the campus.

Some method of easing their adjustment to the

culture would undoubtedly benefit everyone.
Further Study
The use of CUES opens the door for much further study associated
with the initial study.
serve a dual purpose.

A replication in two or three years would
It would help determine the validity of the

original and it would allow a measurement of improvements and indicate
whether the institution has influenced any improvements.
CUES could be administered to incoming freshman to determine how
their non-experienced perceptions relate to those of students who have
spent several quarters here.

The instrument could also be given to

faculty, staff and administrators to compare their perceptions with
those of students.
It might also be possible to use the instrument to see how
perceptions differ within the various colleges.
would require an enormous sample to be valid.

This, of course,
It may be valuable to

use the instrument in conjunction with gradepoints of the respondents
to determine if high or low achievement affect perceptions.
The information obtained from this thesis could be used in
conjunction with the university goals to more accurately determine
areas which need to be strengthened, stressed or altered.
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